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FINDING  #3 
 

“That the use or development is located, designed, and proposed to be operated so 
as to maintain or enhance the value of contiguous property, or that the use or 
development is a public necessity”. 
 
This development will have a positive impact on contiguous properties and on the 
surrounding Rogers Road neighborhood. The project has already had a positive impact 
on the neighborhood as Habitat for Humanity has demolished and removed two 
abandoned trailers and cleaned up trash and debris on the site.  
 
The single family, detached homes that Habitat for Humanity will build on the site will 
be attractive in design and will blend in well with the surrounding residences.  To 
further enhance the values of contiguous properties, Habitat for Humanity staff and 
volunteers are continuing to update our existing housing designs and landscaping 
improvements with the intent of improving the street appeal of our homes and their 
compatibility with the surrounding neighborhood.  
 
The appraised values of recently built Habitat for Humanity homes in the Rogers Road 
community are generally higher than the current tax value of adjacent and nearby 
homes.  Two homes were recently constructed by Habitat for Humanity in the Rogers 
Road community, one on Purefoy Drive and one on Rusch Road.  The four bedroom 
home on Purefoy Drive appraised at $150,000 and the three bedroom home on Rusch 
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Road at $125,000.  During 2004-2005, Habitat built and sold twelve single family 
homes in the Rusch Hollow subdivision off of Rogers Road.  The appraised values of 
those homes averaged $110,000 for a two bedroom home, $135,000 for a three 
bedroom, and $145,500 for a four bedroom home.  
 
The current tax value of homes that are contiguous and nearby to the proposed 
development range from $155,879 to $74,266.  (Some of these homes have larger 
acreage and thus a higher land value.)   Based on this data, the homes that Habitat 
builds and sells to qualified homeowners will be of equal or greater market value than 
other nearby and contiguous properties.  
 
The process by which Habitat for Humanity homes are built naturally creates the 
foundation for solid relationships and community spirit. Prospective Habitat 
homeowners must first help build other Habitat homes before they can own their own 
home. They are involved with the construction of their own home, which creates pride 
in the home and commitment to their neighborhood.  By participating in the 
construction of their homes and attending classes in home maintenance and repair, and 
training in running an effective homeowners’ association, Habitat homeowners are also 
better prepared to maintain their homes and their neighborhoods over the long term.   
 
While Habitat  provides in-depth training and mentoring to its homeowners, a 
fundamental part of its mission is to provide ownership to those whom it serves.  As 
such, these owners will have the same responsibilities as any other home-owning 
member of the community and they will be responsible for maintaining their homes 
and their neighborhood.  Habitat provides mentoring to individual homeowners as well 
as to Homeowners’ Associations created in the subdivisions we develop.  Additionally, 
Habitat, as mortgage holder on each property, has certain powers to protect its 
investment in these homes.  Habitat also budgets funds each year for a zero interest 
revolving loan fund to assist homeowners with emergency repairs. Additionally, 
Habitat designs the exterior finishes of its homes to be as low maintenance as possible, 
through the use of vinyl siding and masonry and concrete porches and 20 year roofs. 
 
All anticipated common costs of the subdivision will be carefully determined by 
Habitat for Humanity and budgeted into the structure of the HOA in the form of HOA 
dues.  Dues will be collected and escrowed by Habitat (as are taxes and insurance) as a 
part of the monthly mortgage payment.  Failure to pay HOA dues will be a condition of 
default on the mortgages.   
 
This project will also enhance the value of contiguous properties by the extension of a 
public sanitary sewer line from its current terminus in Habitat’s Rusch Hollow 
subdivision, making sanitary sewer available to additional residents of the Rogers Road 
community.  As a result of the extension of sanitary sewer from Jubilee Drive to the 
Rusch Hollow subdivision, four residents of the Rogers Road community have been 
connected to sanitary sewer, two of them at Habitat’s expense, and two who were able 
to take advantage of the Town’s funding to connect low- income households.  This 
public sanitary sewer line will follow the route selected by the Greene Tract Committee 
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and Orange County as the preferred route for a sewer main to service the proposed 
future Greene Tract affordable housing component.  
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